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You have 180 minutes to work on this exam. You should allocate approximately 108 minutes on the

economics part and the other 72 Minuten on the law part.

To give you a hint on how to distribute your effort on the different problems you will find the points you

can achieve for any one of them. The maximal number of points you can get is 180.

Viel Erfolg!

Economics part of the exam

This part of the exam is in English, should you have problems expressing yourself it is o.K. if you insert

German or French expressions at certain points. Please remember to present your solutions in a manner

making it possible to follow your train of thought and to give reasons for your ansers.

Please use the blank space after each question for your answers. Should this not suffice use the blank pages

on the reverse side or the additional sheets proveded at the end. In this case, please make sure to indicate

where your answer can be found.

You are allowed to use your pocket-calculator.

Problem 1 (32 Points)

A firm has the cost function C(y) = 6y2 and is the sole supplier on a market characterized by the inverse
demand function p(y) = 140− 8y.

1.1 (9 Points)

Please determine the price, the quantity and the profit resulting from monopolistic behavior of the firm.
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1.2 (9 Points)

What is the quantity supplied, the price and the profit if the firm acts as price taker?
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1.3 (8 Points)

Please illustrate how you can graphically determine the quantities and prices you calculated in 1.1 and
1.2. Tip: In the coordinate system on the next page you should choose units such that you can depict at

least 19 units on the axis for the quantity and at least 150 units on the axis for the price. This means you

should not use the same scale on both axes. For example using 1 cm for one unit of the quantity and 1mm

for one unit of the price should work.

1.4 (6 Points)

Please draw consumer and producer rent in monopoly in your graphic for 1.3 and indicate the welfare loss
copmpared with perfect competition. Please calculate and compare consumer rent in monopoly and with
perfect competition (i.e. price taking behaviour).
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Problem 2 (17 Points)

Two individuals, 1 und 2, have the following complete and transitive preferences over the five alternatives
s, t, x, y and z:

s ≻1 x ≻1 y ≻1 t ≻1 z and z ≻2 t ≻2 x ≻2 y ≻2 s

2.1 (1 Points)

Which alternatives would inidvidual 1 choose if t, x and y are available?

2.2 (3 Points)

Alternative y is not Pareto better than alternative s. Does this fact change if a third and fourth person
enter the group both preferring alternative y over alternative s?

2.3 (3 Points)

Does alternative x Pareto dominate alternative y?
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2.4 (5 Points)

Which alternatives are Pareto efficient (Pareto optimal)?

2.5 (5 Points)

Please depict the five alternatives in utility space and show and explain how to find Pareto efficient
alternatives in this graphics.
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Problem 3 (27 Points)

Mr. K. likes to drink
”
Johannisbeersaftschorle“, mixing black currant juice and mineral water in the ratio

of 1:1.

3.1 (7 Points)

Please depict the commodity space graphically putting mineral water on the horizontal and juice on the
vertical axis (choosing 1cm as the unit will work fine). Draw Mr. K.’s indifference curves through the
commodity bundles (1, 1), i.e. one bottle of mineral water and one bottle of black currant juice, (5, 5) and
(6, 4).

3.2 (9 Points)

Mr. K.’s budget is 36 Euro. One bottle of juice costs 6 Euro, one bottle of mineral water costs 3 Euro. In
your graphic for 3.1, please draw his budget line and determine his demand. (Hint: in case you did not

solve 3.1, use arbitrary indifference curves here to determine the demand in your graphic.)
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3.3 (6 Points)

Assume the price of mineral water increases to 6 Euro. Please draw the resulting new budget line and the
new demand.

3.4 (5 Points)

Is mineral water a normal commodity or a Giffen good? Is mineral water a superior or an inferior commo-
dity? How big is the substitution effect?

Aufgabe 4 (32 Points)

We consider a market with demand function D(p) = 150− p and supply funtion S(p) = p.

4.1 (6 Points)

Please calculate the equilibrium on this market and illustrate it graphically in the coordinate system on
the following page choosing 1 cm as your unit on both axes.
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4.2 (2 Points)

Please depct consumer rent and producer rent in equilibrium in your graphic.

4.3 (10 Points)

Now government levies a tax of t = 20 per unit sold payable by consumers. Please determine the resulting
new equlibrium and depict it graphically (it may be best to do this in your graphic for 4.1 and 4.2 ).
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4.4 (7 Points)

Please calculate the resulting tax revenue and compare total economic rent with and without taxes.

4.5 (7 Points)

Now government decides to replace the tax by a price cap for the commodity traded on the market under
consideration. The maximal price is set at p = 65.
How would consumers judge this price cap compared to the tax?
How would the supply side judge this price cap compared to the tax?
What would you as an economist say if you take total economic rent as your criterion?
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